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1) Introduction
The aim of this research trip was to learn lessons from those working in the field to help us increase access 
to sustainable food in Manchester. 

In Manchester we are aiming to develop a model that is about looking at all elements of sustainability – fair 
pay to small sustainable producers as much as affordability for consumers and low carbon food that is tasty 
and varied. We are also looking for ways to work together co-operatively to change the food system into a 
fairer one.

However working co-operatively and on top of that trying to increase sustainable food in a time of global 
financial panic is not perhaps the easiest of tasks.

What has been confirmed on this trip is that a great deal of the success of a model like this will depend on 
relationships and communication, but also having good, clear and relevant systems and procedures in place 
to make success easier, and help deal with issues when they arise. 

Key elements to this model include strong founding principles, clear understanding about levels of 
commitment, an environment in which people don't feel it is wrong to disagree, good clear conflict resolution 
procedures, clear processes, a flexibility (e.g. not sticking to a rule that isn't relevant/doesn't make sense) 
and a focus on building relationships of trust and good communication.

Systems are often thought of as the boring and bureaucratic work that can easily get left behind when you 
are in the throes of creating a new, exciting and revolutionary project, but it was interesting and heartening to 
meet such grass roots and exciting initiatives saying “do this now and it will make your life a lot easier.” 

This report outlines some of the systems that a range of co-operatives, alternative food distribution systems, 
school food projects and radical social change communities have put in place, information about the ways 
they work and reflections on the lessons learned.

Some of these key lessons are already being applied by the author to her work in Manchester, with 
Manchester Veg People1, FeedingManchester2 and various projects at the Kindling Trust3 . The hope is that 
there are lessons in this report that can be useful to co-operatives, sustainable food movements and social 
change initiatives in Manchester and beyond. 

1.1 What is sustainable food?
Sustainable food is as much about about fairness and democracy throughout the food supply chain, as it is 
about the environment. FeedingManchester, a network of sustainable food practitioners initiated and 
facilitated by the Kindling Trust, defines sustainable food as:

• local and seasonal
• from organic and sustainable farms
• minimising food of animal origin and maximising animal welfare standards
• excluding fish that has been identified as at risk
• fair trade certified
• having reduced waste and packaging
• promoting health and well being
• increasing food democracy

While it is difficult to fulfil all elements of this definition all of the time (e.g. restaurants and retailers may stock 
as much local organic fruit and vegetables as possible, but stocking solely local organic veg would be 
impossible all year round), the point is to see sustainability as whole concept, and to work strategically and 
practically to push for a more sustainable food system in Manchester. 

1 A co-operative of Greater Manchester organic growers and restaurants working together to provide fresh, seasonal 
food of the highest possible quality. For more information visit: www.vegpeople.org.uk
2 A 'one-stop shop' for the sustainable food movement in Greater Manchester. For more information visit: 
www.feedingmanchester.org.uk
3 The Kindling Trust is a not-for-profit organisation aiming to support, promote and practice sustainable production, 
activism, and living (see www.kindling.org.uk for more information). 
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1.2 Manchester: 
….the problems 
The current opportunities for people in Greater Manchester to purchase locally sourced food have been 
identified as amongst the lowest in the country4, and the Northwest is one of the UK regions with the lowest 
number of organic farmers5. 

Additionally, research carried out by the author of this report (for her MSc dissertation), with 11 experts 
working nationally on local food initiatives, identified a number of obstacles in creating a more sustainable 
food system (e.g. balancing supply and demand, distribution costs etc.), as well as key lessons to pass on to 
a new group trying to do so (e.g. be clear about costs, get your structure and way of working right)6.

This identified a real gap in the market to be filled, particularly in the light of Manchester's (and national 
government) commitments to reducing carbon emissions and increasing local food.

...the solutions
At the same time as this research was being written up, a small group of Greater Manchester based organic 
growers came together with a couple of buyers (Unicorn Grocery7 and Dig Food veg box services8), to look at 
how to co-ordinate their crops better for the coming season, to avoid losses of the previous year and meet 
demand more effectively. The author approached the group, offering to share the findings of her research, 
and went on to work with them over the next two years to set up Manchester Veg People (MVP).

MVP is a co-operative of organic growers, buyers (restaurants & caterers), and workers, that distributes and 
markets seasonally available produce from farm to outlet. It is not a wholesaler in that they only sell what 
grower members have available and do not buy from non-member growers if a crop is not available. 

MVP is a working example of a unique model in a number of ways, it:
• includes worker, grower and buyer members that range in size from 1 to 30 hectare sites and from an 

an independent café to a University.
• grows to order - co-ordinating and planning crops on an annual basis based on buyers predictions.
• bases prices on the cost of production with an easy, transparent calculation.
• has a commitment to matching quantities of production from the growers and of purchase from the 

buyers.

Photo: Manchester Veg People members Martin Smith and Alexander Clarke (University of Manchester) and Adam Rayne 
(Glebelands City Growers). 

4   Ricketts Hein, J., Ilbery, B., Kneafsey, M., (2006), Distribution of Local Food Activity in England and
Wales: An Index of Food Re-localization , Regional Studies, Vol. 40.3, pp. 289 –301
5   Williamson, S (2007), Organic market report 2007, Bristol: Soil Association.
6   Finding a Sustainable Food System for Manchester' available online:http://kindling.org.uk/our-publications
7 For more information see: http://www.unicorn-grocery.co.uk/ 
8 For more information see: http://www.digfood.co.uk/
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MVP is part of a wider movement in Manchester that has grown and strengthened over the last two years:
• FeedingManchester (see 1.1) provides both a network of support and a forum for discussion of 

problems and solutions. 
• The Land Army, a project that came out of FeedingManchester discussions, supports local organic 

farmers in very busy periods, and provides individuals with an experience of sustainable food 
production on a commercial scale. 

• Sustainable Fayre is a Kindling project looking at how to encourage the public sector to procure 
sustainable food and developing a sustainable (using definitions from 1.1) menu.

This wider movement can be seen as a bigger sustainable food model that MVP forms a part of. While MVP 
is a stand-alone enterprise with a very practical role, the other parts of the wider model support it, both 
strategically by pushing for a change in the food system, and practically by providing hands-on support as 
well as growing new growers for the increasing demand. 

There are few other examples of this way of working in the UK. Trying to make sustainable food more 
accessible and a viable way to make a living, as well as working in a truly co-operative way, is quite a 
challenge. Indeed when the author first talked about the model of growers and buyers, most people told her it 
wouldn't work; the claim being there was too much conflict of interest for buyers and growers to work 
together. However the author, and the Kindling Trust as a whole, believed that bringing together the different 
parties in the supply chain was the only way to overcome this conflict of interest and therefore increase 
access to truly sustainable food. 

Having come across inspiring co-operatives and sustainable food initiatives through years of visiting Spanish 
friends and learning Spanish, the author decided to try and learn from the experts in Spain to strengthen the 
long-term foundations for a sustainable food model in Greater Manchester. 

1.3 Why Spain?
Spain, and its surrounding autonomous communities Catalunya and the Basque Country, have a long history 
of co-operatives and collective working. However it is not a country that is well known for its love of 
sustainable food: it exports most of the organic produce that it grows; is a part of Europe, which produces 
one of the highest rates of genetically modified crops; and is not known for its concern over animal welfare 
standards.

However, the author thought it would be interesting to learn from the wealth of knowledge about co-operative 
working, and at the same time look at how the successful organic food initiatives that do exist have managed 
to survive and even thrive without a “pro-organic” environment.

The purpose of the visit can be grouped into four main themes:
• Co-operatives and networks: to learn how organisations have survived in the long term, e.g. the 

systems they have put in place to facilitate co-operative working, how they deal with and resolve 
conflicts etc.

• Organic school food initiatives: looking at how organisations manage to include such a high 
percentage of organic ingredients in their menus – either how they keep the costs down or how they 
persuade the school/local authorities/ parents to pay higher prices.

• Centres/Communities that research, run courses/forums related to ecological and social issues, and 
farm organically: learning from their wealth of knowledge and the way they organise themselves to 
work and live collectively.

• Conferences/gatherings of food related enterprises, initiatives and organisations: to collect a wealth of 
information and further contacts.
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2) The Initiatives Visited and Why

The European Nyeleni Food Sovereignty Forum 2011 – a forum to network and share ideas and develop 
common strategies for food sovereignty across Europe: 6 days of discussion about obstacles and solutions 
to food sovereignty, with the aim of drawing up a declaration and an action plan for getting on with it! The 
author participated in the 'Alternative food distribution systems' (AFDS) subgroup which, after a couple of 
days, started its own additional meetings in breaks and evenings to develop a document about essential 
components of an AFDS. This document was created to share solutions and provide guidelines for new 
AFDS. It is quite different from the rest of the report, but a useful and relevant document, so has been 
included as an appendix.

La Veloz - started in 1993 with 4 people as a bike courier service in Zaragoza. They are a well respected 
grassroots co-op, and through the years have developed systems to deal with the issues that co-operatives 
everywhere face. Their aim is to provide stable employment with good working conditions, working in a co-
operative way for ecological and social good. They now employ 30 people through their eco-courier service, 
a bicycle shop and repair service, and advice and management services to other co-operatives (e.g. legal, 
accountancy, working relations etc.).

Del Campo a Casa (From the Field to House) - a box scheme run by 3 local organic producers. The group 
are also part of a network of producers in Catalunya, they buy or exchange fruit and veg to create their own 
boxes. 

Co-operatives in Andalucía
FACPE (the Andalucía Federation of Consumers and Organic Producers), is a network of organic and hand-
made goods producers and consumers co-ops and associations, united for one common purpose: to 
promote and encourage organic, responsible and fair (in solidarity) consumption. FACPE held a weekend 
event bringing together co-ops for information sharing and discussion about issues such as the Participatory 
Systems of Guarantee (see 2.13 of this report as this information was then incorporated into the Nyeleni 
AFDS document.)

REAS Aragon (Red de Economia Alternativa y Solidaria) – a network of social enterprises that aims to 
create an alternative to the mainstream economic system. The challenge is to create economic structures in 
which people and organisations work in solidarity with each other, an economic structure that is not exclusive 
or speculative and that serves the people rather than the other way round.

EHNE Bizkaia - the biggest agricultural trade union (TU) in the Basque Country. It is not an organic TU but 
this is the model they believe in and promote. EHNE believe that a social and political transformation of the 
food system is needed and have a very interesting strategy for supporting farmers and consumers to work 
towards this. Nekasarea: an EHNE-supported network of producer and consumer groups, is an inspiring 
example of EHNE Bizkaia's work and of a sustainable local food system.

Ekolapiko – based in the Basque country, it introduces local organic food and healthy eating into schools. It 
seems to have a good balance between supporting the schools to make changes to their menus/purchasing 
habits, and assisting farmers to look at how they can supply the schools. 

Ecomenja - a small business based just outside Barcelona working with three schools and two nurseries by 
supplying 650 meals a day, providing a school menu with 95% of their ingredients as organic and locally 
sourced (if not from within 20 km, then from within Catalunya).

CERAI – Centre For Rural Studies and International Agriculture. Mensa Civica is a CERAI project focused 
on getting sustainable food into schools and hospitals and creating a more sustainable menu. It turned out 
that it was still at proposal stage (inspired by Food for Life in the UK), but it is an interesting organisation with 
good contacts.

Amayuelas - is a village that aims to defend the right to produce food. Amayuelas includes a number of 
different elements: a housing co-op; a hostel where they hold or host courses; a number of individual rural 
enterprises and the Paulo Friere Rural University. The idea of the University is to protect and continue the 
knowledge that farmers have developed over the years, and to make farmers the educators.
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Can MasDeu - a living collective, a collection of social projects, a public space and a political collective. The 
organization and balance of all these things requires a significant dose of organisation. It's not always easy, 
and it’s sometimes exhausting work but it is the purpose through which we live, learn and sustain ourselves'.

Mas Franch - is an environmental education centre based just outside Girona. They work with school groups 
including workshops about conflict resolution and how to work in groups, run a range of courses and offer 
eco-holiday accommodation. 

Education and Food Sovereignty Congress - organised by Education Without Borders. This was an 
interesting conference that discussed a range of themes and introduced various initiatives in Spain.

Sunseed – was set up 25 years ago as 
a place to research, develop and 
demonstrate low-tech low cost 
technology to try and combat 
desertification. It has developed over the 
years to become more focused on 
educating people here in Europe about 
sustainable living in general through 
demonstrating sustainable production 
and consumption of food, energy, water 
and, well, everything really.

Photo: Sunseed resident Leo teaching me plastering skills  
(just to show I actually went!)      

3) Essential Elements For Collective Working
Even from talking to such a wide range of amazing initiatives – from bike co-operatives, to food producer 
networks, to environmental and social change communities, it appears that there are certain fundamental 
elements to think about to successfully work collectively and co-operatively in the long term. 

The way these elements were put into practice varied in different cases and most of those spoken to felt that 
they didn't have all the answers, but definitely things they had learned. This section summarises what 
appeared to be the most relevant and useful lessons for the sustainable food movement/co-operatives in 
Manchester and beyond. 

3.1 A strong set of values or principles that reflect the co-op or network are important – that members 
understand what they are signing up for if they want to be part of it, and what are the founding principles – 
i.e. they can't be changed by new members and if you join it is because you want to work by those principles.

For example, as a network of different social enterprises, REAS Aragon have six principles that all members 
are asked to sign up to. These range from:

 Co-operation – that you favour co-operation rather than competition within and outside the 
organisation.
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To:
 Not for profit – that the aim isn't to make profit, however that doesn't rule out balancing the books or 

making a profit if you then use it for social good.

La Veloz have six principles that workers/members are asked to sign up for if they want to work there. As well 
as including principles such as making a commitment to work co-operatively, they include an interesting one 
that is about committing to find solutions. They feel this is a key principle:

• Protest prohibited - Proposals encouraged. This isn’t saying you can't challenge things but that you 
have to help find the solution.

3.2 Balanced criteria for deciding any new work or projects taken on 
This was quite an interesting way of facilitating decisions in a relatively big co-op (40 members) about what 
new projects to take on. La Veloz give three factors equal importance. Any new initiative that they are going 
to work on must have:

• Economic competence/viability 
• Horizontal self management 
• External social and environmental impact

3.3 Commitment
Commitment from members is key to any co-op, but it also seems to be a source of conflict between 
members. How to ensure that the level of commitment is fair between all members, fair for individuals with 
varying needs and external responsibilities, and how to hold each other accountable seems to be an eternal 
question for many co-ops. 

Membership commitment case study: La Veloz
La Veloz have developed a very interesting model that we 
could learn a lot from. Co-op members state the level of 
commitment they will give to the co-op, rather than the co-op 
dictating the commitment of its members. 

The system is based on levels of commitment ranging from 0 
which is the lowest level (so you basically do no additional 
work above your work hours – apart from attending 2 or 3 
meetings a year), to 1 which means you take on a lot of 
additional work and responsibility and are in one of the co-
ordinator roles. Levels 0 - 0.50 are non-members, levels 0.75 
- 1 are members. 

The idea is that you gradually increase your commitment. So 
at 0.25 you take on some extra jobs, but it's not too big a 
responsibility, for example pulling together the internal e-
bulletin is less responsibility than issuing all the invoices, giving you a chance to see what it's like and get 
more involved if it appeals, and giving members a chance to see how you are with additional work and 
responsibilities. 

Rewarding commitment is important. It is difficult to do this through money as it ends up being quite a small 
amount of money compared to the huge amount of additional work people do due to lack of resources. The 
more important reward is the acknowledgement of the rest of the members regarding the high levels of 
commitment of individuals. In La Veloz this happens through the evaluation process.

La Veloz have an annual evaluation to look at whether members have given the level of commitment stated 
and decide what their level of commitment will be for the next year. This happens through a process of self 
and group evaluation:
 - Reflective self evaluation: how you feel your work has gone, what has gone well and what less well etc. - 
and the group give you constructive criticism.
 - Measurable hours: looking at time sheets to see if you've done what you said you would - both 'productivo' 
hours (100% paid) & 'reproductivo' (additional work e.g. meetings/events, 50% of which is paid)
 - Non measurable hours: this is an interesting look at how much you take home with you after hours that 
aren't recorded anywhere and that people don't always see. However, interestingly it is evaluated by the rest 
of the group, so there is a review where everyone says things like “I remember on this issue you carried a lot 
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of the weight/thought about it a lot.” 

There's no punishment if you haven't fulfilled your commitment – it's bad enough to have it aired publicly - but 
obviously it would be considered if a member wanted to stay at the same level or go up a level/become a 
member the following year.

They have a personnel subgroup so if you aren't doing the jobs you take on, they have a private chat with 
you – it doesn't wait until the evaluation.

3.4 Conflict resolution
Nearly all of the organisations and communities visited felt that having a good system in place for conflict 
resolution was a crucial. Some interesting conflict resolution processes used in different organisations 
included:

Having a specific person in a conflict resolution role who is both there for people to ask for help and to keep 
an eye on signs of conflict/tension, is key. If someone says “I don't think we get paid enough,” it is usually a 
sign of tension elsewhere and it is key that someone addresses it to find out what's really going on and stop 
it becoming a bigger tension or conflict. It's key that if someone does bring up a tension or conflict that it is 
dealt with and not left which can have a disastrous effect. 

A 'Protest prohibited – proposals encouraged' value avoids a lot of tension, as people can't come along and 
complain without recourse. They have to propose a solution or try to find one together with the members. 
This is emphasised as a crucial attitude when people start at La Veloz.

Internal conflicts can have a really big impact and are really difficult to resolve. It's very important to have 
mechanisms in place for what to do if something goes wrong which they always will – as soon as you have 2 
people!

An emphasis on telling people if you're not happy with something. If there is a conflict between 2 people and 
it isn't affecting the rest of the community, then they are left to sort it out between themselves. If the conflict is 
having an impact on the rest of the community – for example if they don't want to work together leaving 
everyone to organise around them - then the 'internal communications' subgroup will talk to them and advise 
them on how to sort it out. 

There is a real need for good community-focused conflict resolution training to try and deal with conflicts as 
quickly as possible. The co-ordinator has a one-to-one session with each member of staff once a month or so 
– it is a time dedicated to that person to make sure they are happy with the work, their volunteers, the 
project, and to look for solutions together if they aren't.

The idea of forming a conflict resolution network with different communities or co-ops was something that 
interested a number of the different groups. So if you had an internal conflict you would call on someone from 
another community or co-op to come and help you resolve it/facilitate that process. Supporting each other 
with no resources and also having someone who understands the context of living in a community/working in 
a co-op would be a very useful resource.

Finally another interesting comment, more about decision making than conflict resolution, but something key 
in trying to avoid unspoken conflict. Consensus decision making is great, but how you do it is crucial. If 
people feel they can't say what they are thinking in case it's too negative, or think that they all have to be in 
agreement and positive all the time, it won't work. Issues will bubble away under the surface until it all 
explodes. It is really important to create an atmosphere where people can acknowledge conflict and deal with 
it, and not be worrying about whether something is “politically correct” or not. 

3.5 Membership and induction
Again having ways to incorporate new members into an organisation was highlighted as important by various 
groups.

La Veloz has a one year trial period and then you decide whether you want to be a member or remain as a 
worker (at 0% level of commitment). Induction consists of talking to a member about the history of the co-op 
and how it works. New members are given internal bulletins (an informal bulletin written for members, 
workers and people they have good relationships with) which gives a good history and overview of the 
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organisation. 
 

A member of Amayuelas talked about 
joining a community as a two way 
process. The existing group has to be 
open and look at how to make it a good 
process, but the person joining also has 
to take some responsibility e.g. respect 
the current ways of working and not try 
and change things straight away. Also 
the importance of making sure people 
are joining because it's something they 
really want to do, not just that it's quite 
nice and they'll do it until a better job 
comes along.

Photo: Residents of Amayuelas sharing a meal.

New members making a formal commitment to the group was also seen to be key by a number of groups. 
Members paying the same (and not insignificant) amount of money to join a co-op is quite common in Spain. 
Others talked about being flexible so that people without money could join, but by putting an equivalent 
amount of time commitment (as others put in money). 

3.6 The leaving process 
Something that is really difficult is asking people to leave if it's not going well. A couple of groups mentioned 
this. It's really important to have a system in place to deal with this. So have a trial time for people to be 
there, then create a plan with them and set objectives, and if they aren't fulfilling what they said they would 
(or showing commitment/responsibility), you follow the process and ask them to leave.

It is important that you stick to those processes. If you say that someone has to start as a volunteer on a 3 
month trial then they have to complete that. Don't say “they're really great let's just let them join” because 
later, if things go wrong that decision will be seen as part of the problem.

3.7 Problems highlighted by growers co-operatives/small producers and potential solutions

A number of problems were highlighted by certain initiatives that other co-operatives and communities could 
provide potential solutions to. The table below summarises some of the problems and solutions most 
relevant to the situation in Manchester. 
Problems/questions Potential solutions
Distribution is a high cost because the distance 
between producers is significant.

How much is a sustainable salary – for one 
person it might be 500 Euros a month for another 
it might be 1000 depending on each persons cost 
and desired standard of living. Is it possible to say 
that there is a standard rate of pay per hour for 
each producer?

• At MVP, the aim is to avoid the problem of 
distance by making sure the producers are close 
to Manchester.

• One group of producers add 30% on to their 
sales prices to cover co-ordination and 
distribution. 

• Another producers co-op talked about always 
delivering with a full van. They always try and 
include 6 different products. Their price of 48 
Euros a month is enough for a house of 4 people 
– it's much cheaper than buying veg at a 
supermarket. 

People's expectations based on cheap market 
prices makes it very hard to charge the real cost 

• We have to teach people how much work it is to 
grow food, that “knobbly food” is edible and tasty, 
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of production and attract customers. and teach conservation of surplus foods. There 
is a lot of disinformation out there – farm visits 
are a good way of teaching people

• It is important to have an organisation (or a few) 
that are co-ordinating and pushing for change in 
their area such as EHNE (the agricultural trade 
union). 

What happens if the cost of production is cheaper 
for one grower than another e.g. due to scale or 
equipment? 

• One producers network have tried agreeing on a 
middle price between the lowest and the highest 
quotes, but this has its problems as producers 
don't want to pass additional costs on to their 
customers. 

How to sell to the public sector if prices to growers 
are subsidised. 

• Charge the real cost , but have transparent 
markets – showing very clearly how much you 
are paying the producers. 

Budget cuts are a disaster – programmes are cut 
overnight leaving no market, surplus produce and 
money owed to growers.

• If the schools or local authorities block the 
proposal of local & organic food, go directly to 
the parents – they care more about the health of 
their children.

Can restaurants create enough demand for a 
group of producers to make a living?

• One consumer and producer co-op found that 
volumes weren't enough to make the distribution 
worthwhile and that each restaurant had different 
delivery needs. 

• Another consumer co-op use a logo as a visual 
way of saying they support local organic farmers. 
They also hold tastings at the restaurants as free 
publicity for the restaurant. 

There exists many problems for small producers 
and food processors caused by EU law and the 
interpretation of that law in Spain and the different 
regions. 

The law is the same for small producers and 
processors as for large ones. For a large 
processor it makes no difference to employ 
someone to do all the paperwork, for example, 
whereas for a small processor this could mean 
doubling the workforce. Other examples given 
were having to disinfect vehicles with a registered 
company based miles away, or needing specific, 
expensive equipment to be able to supply 
businesses.

Amayuelas is looking for solutions to these problems:
• Getting a group of veterinarians to write up a 

document highlighting different interpretations of 
the law in favour of small producers/processors. 
The producers can then show this to local 
veterinarians/sanitary departments who make 
the decisions.

• Make unions and activists aware of the impact 
on small producers so that they can lobby for 
them.

• Work together to share experience where the 
outcome has been successful e.g. in challenging 
the law or using different interpretation.

• EHNE are working with an individual farmer to 
show that processing on site is possible and 
safe, and then using that knowledge and 
example to support other farmers to challenge 
these regulations.

Farming is moving to a more industrialised scale, 
and local small scale farming methods and 
knowledge are being lost.

• The idea of the 'Rural University' is to protect 
and continue the knowledge that farmers have 
developed over the years. There are certain 
skills in farming that can't be learned from a 
book, and that you can only learn by working 
with someone with those skills. 3 main objectives 
of the Rural University of Paulo Friere:
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• not to lose traditional and important 
knowledge about food production

• educate people in those skills so that food 
continues to be produced

• give value to what the producers are doing 
by transforming them into the educators

• Part of EHNE's role is creating local 
infrastructure so that big companies don't come 
and buy up all the produce and take all of the 
profit out of the area. The concept is to work 
collectively and with the local, not global, market.

The perception of being “alternative” can make it 
difficult to bring local people on board.

• One consumer co-op holds and assembly every 
15 days of the consumer group and producer 
representatives. Consumers also take part in 
collective work such as harvesting, bottling 
tomatoes etc. People are participating who have 
never participated in assemblies before. It is 
more than just food supply, it is transformative 
education. Members are  given training re: how 
to participate in the assemblies. 

• One co-op has a café where they hold 
discussions, workshops about preserving food 
and cooking, and neighbours use it to host their 
residents meetings. 

• Can MasDeu attends neighbourhood meetings 
and takes part in local festivals. The most 
important thing is that they are open about what 
they want to do, and are accepting of and open 
to the local community.

How do you encourage people to get involved in a 
sustainable food system/AFDS when it is so much 
work, requires time, often results in higher prices 
etc.

At FACPE, some interesting suggestions came up in 
discussion about participatory guarantee systems (SPG) 
that are relevant to co-operatives/AFDS in general:

• It takes time to set up SPG – but it is a 
necessary investment and is time gained not 
lost!

• It is important to remember that this isn't just 
about trading food or finding new markets – it is 
about completely changing the trading system 
and relationships – it is about creating social and 
political change. Focus on this when involving 
new people, not just the trading element.

• Encourage/favour those members who put more 
time into the process, rather than punishing 
those who don't).

• Develop tools and processes for involving new 
people.

• Make sure that visits to the farms are useful. Use 
them to hold training sessions at the same time 
for example.
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3.8 Other interesting lessons from people working collectively in communities
A number of interesting lessons came up during the visits that don’t quite fit in to the elements above, but that 
were real little gems that it would be sad to loose:

Forgetting the spirit of a rule is dangerous: sticking to a rule because it is written, rather than thinking about 
the reason behind the rule, and its relevance to a specific case/situation. 

Patience and being open to learn new 
things. You are always learning, a lot of 
different people come through. You never 
know what's going to happen or who's 
going to come along next, for good or 
bad, so you need to be really patient  and 
learn   from the bad and enjoy the good.

Create a good environment to work in. As 
a worker that is really important to me that 
I have a good relationship with everyone 
running the project. Also make sure you 
find people who share your values 
(people who you employ and the 
members). 

Photo: Farm visit as part of the FACPE form in Andalucia.           

Volunteers are really important – at first with woof9 volunteers it was often more work that you got out of it, 
you never knew what skills/experience people were going to come with. Now they have a pool of volunteers 
who they can call on if they have a big job for example and who know the project.

The importance of making people feel comfortable when they arrive to do a course. Acknowledging that 
people feel quite insecure when they are somewhere new and no-one knows them. This can be as simple as 
acknowledging someone is an architect on an eco-build course, or telling people the basic information when 
they arrive (like where the toilets are, or when the meals will be). 
There are as many ways of learning as there are people. Don't tell people how to do something, but to say I 
do it like this (or I like to do it like this), and leave room for them to do it in a different way - to find their own 
way that suits them.
We did a lot with very few resources, and in some ways we're paying for that now – with the centre for 
example – we did a lot not very well. It might be better to say we'll do less but well with the resources we 
have and then do more as you get more resources.

4) Sustainable Food Case Study: Nekasarea – A Network of Producer and 
Consumer Groups
Nekasarea is an inspiring collective approach to increasing access to sustainable food involving both 
producers and consumers as members. Each group consists of a number of organic producers (different 
from a CSA model where there is only producer and lots of consumers which they felt was more of an 
individual than collective process), and between 30 – 70 households. The average is 40 households per 
group - there is a limit on the number of households as it makes distribution easier and relationships between 
everyone better.

In each group one of the producers takes on the role of co-ordinator, co-ordinating the production in relation 
to the demand, collecting the produce from the farms and delivering it. The co-ordinator learns what the 
needs of the consumers are and what the group doesn't have so either try to produce this in the future, or 
buy direct from other farmers or networks as near as possible.

Consumers have a three month trial, in which time they and the group can work out if it is for them or not. 

9 World Wide Opportunities on Organic Farms - http://www.wwoof.org.uk/
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They get to see how much produce is needed per week. After that, they commit to quantities which helps the 
producers with their annual planning.

This is an expanding model. One of the producers will set up and be co-ordinator of another group with 
another 40 households, along with some of the same and some different producers. So it is a model that 
encourages the ripple effect of more groups setting up.

The first group started in 2006 with the 
support of EHNE and there are now 30 
different groups consisting of 600 to 
1000 families and 100 to 150 producers. 
When they started in the village the 
group could offer meat, fruit and jam. 
Now they also supply and produce eggs, 
bread, sheep and goat cheese, 
vegetables, cider and wine. As a 
consumer you don't decide exactly what 
you want in your box, rather how much 
you want a week e.g. how much veg, 
meat and cheese, if you want wine and 
Jam etc. 

   
           Photo: Meeting of one of the Nekasarea groups (words say: Our word is action!)

The producers live from their own farm margins, not from putting margins on other farmers produce. They 
don't want to turn the co-ordinators from producers into middlemen living off others. So the annual price paid 
by each consumer = the cost of the production and then the co-ordination and distribution cost is shown as 
an additional cost paid to the co-ordinator – so it is all very transparent.

The most important thing is that it is a transformative process not just a new way of selling and buying food. 
It's a completely different model creating social and political change. So the training and induction is 
ideological and political as well as technical. Producers work with another producer for 3 months before they 
can become a member. 

5) Eco School Dinners 
Two initiatives, Ekolapiko and Ecomenja, were specifically set up to try and introduce more local organic food 
into schools. They were quite different in some ways, but had a similar approach to some aspects of their 
work, and the lessons they wanted to pass on.

5.1 Working with/supporting the producers
Farmers decide the prices. Ecomenja approached the farmers with crops and quantities and asked them the 
price. The farmers thought they were mad, but it has worked. They have developed a really strong 
relationship of trust with the producers. If a crop is destroyed with the the frost Joan just changes the menu to 
use something that they have in stock. 

The schools have to commit to buy from that distributor. They can't buy it somewhere else if it's cheaper. 
There's no contract, but it is an agreement that they all stick to.

5.2 Working with the chefs/dining room monitors: 
Preparing all the food from scratch, making croquettes, burgers, washing the salad etc. is more work, but it is 
definitely more satisfying - they feel they are doing skilled work and that the food is better for the children.

Sabrina from Ekolapiko (a chef and nutritionist by trade) worked with a school chef for five days (and another 
3 at a later date), seeing what they cooked, how it all worked and what days the veg arrived on etc. while 
working with the chef to develop a new menu. The time spent at each nursery or school depended on how 
much support the chefs needed. The chefs can also ring Sabrina at any time to ask for help with a recipe 
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Both initiatives ran a kind round table with the chefs involved in the project, where they all came together and 
talked about problems and solutions, swapped ideas and recipes, talked about how they cooked certain 
dishes and gave each other advice. This informal and peer learning was definitely the best approach with the 
chefs – it was more accessible to them and respected that they already had a lot of knowledge between 
them. 

The dinner monitors weren't 
enthusiastic about the changes initially - 
Sabrina did a presentation about the 
project, and more importantly she feels, 
talked to them informally over lunch, for 
the 5 days she was at the school 
answering their questions and chatting 
to them about the benefits of organic 
food for the children. 

Photo: Joan from Ecomenja in the kitchen of one of his schools.        
5.3 Working with the children 
Generally the children seem to have been really happy with the changes made by Ecomenja. Now the 
parents say the children will only eat the salad, burgers etc. they get at school. 

One example of how Ekolapiko worked with the children to introduce the changes is through bread making 
workshops. Once all of the children have completed the workshop they will change the bread on the menu to 
organic wholemeal. There would have been a bread riot if they'd just changed from white bread without this!

5.4 Working with the parents
Some parents were concerned that there would be less meat on the menu, so the first thing Joan said in his 
presentation was “organic doesn't mean vegetarian.” Secondly he said was “the main thing we will be doing 
is increasing the quality of the food your children will eat.”

Once the parents saw that their children were coming home happier about the school meals, they accepted 
the changes and were fine when Ecomenja needed to increase the price slightly.

Ekolapiko involve the parents in the following ways:
• talks about rural development and benefits of organic food (although only about 25% of the parents 

come to these – and they are generally already convinced)
• cooking classes – many more parents come to these
• visits to the farms – the parents love these trips – Ekolapiko also organises an activity during the visit 

involving  the parents and the children. 
• They produce a quarterly newsletter with information about everything that is going on with the 

project, what fruit and veg is in season and a seasonal recipe. 

Ekolapiko introduced the changes to the menu slowly – one week they would change the first day’s meal, 
another week the second day, so that it wasn't too much of a change and shock all at once for anyone – the 
children, the cooks or the parents. It took 4 months in total to change the menu completely.

In both initiatives they were surprised when I asked them if they had had to work hard to persuade people 
(the authorities or parents or school) that organic was a healthier option. They thought it was pretty obvious 
that it was, and said it's not just a belief, it's backed by a lot of evidence.
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5.5 Cost of the organic menu 
When the school first changed to organic fruit and veg the price did go up by 0.29 cents a day (90 Euros a 
month). The school have a trial of 2 months in which time the extra cost is covered by the funder, but after 
that trial time they have to decide if they will take that extra cost on themselves. However compared with 
some private caterers (non organic) menu of 11 Euros a day, Ekolapiko's organic menu (at 5 Euros) is much 
better value.

One interesting thing about the efficiency (preparation time/cost) is that Ekolapiko only offer one main meal 
(apart from any allergies or dietary needs), i.e. the children don't get to choose from lots of different options. 
This seems to be the case in most schools and doesn't seem to be a problem.

5.6 Obstacles:
• Paediatricians make recommendations that don't take into account seasonality or organic at all. So it 

makes it more of a challenge trying to explain to the parents about seasonality, nuts etc.
• Laws remove kitchens from schools and purchase meals from outside caterers
• Funders want to see targets met quickly and immediate benefits, but this work takes time, for 

example increasing supply at the same time as demand and building trust with schools, parents etc.  
• The small number of organic fruit and vegetable producers locally. The mountainous landscape 

makes large-scale production very difficult – so the producers are small.

5.7 What is the key to their success?
For Ecomenja good day-to-day management is key to making the model work. If you have excellent chefs 
but they work inefficiently then it won't work well. Though good cooks are a definite plus, and terrible ones a 
definite no no!  When they have had to work with staff to look at how they can work more efficiently, they do 
that as a team discussing  problems and coming up with solutions together.

Both initiatives felt it was key that all the different elements of the team are on board - the chefs, the dining 
monitors, the school and the producers. If one of them doesn't believe it will work, or is against it, it won't 
work. You have to create a good supportive team and working atmosphere. 

If you cook with organic food but the children don't like the food, or the dining room monitors aren't nice to the 
children and they go home unhappy it won't work, and you'll lose the support of the parents. The cooks are 
especially important – you have to have them on board. To an extent it has to be up to them how much they 
change the menu and how much they want to work with you. 

Make sure you don't start off with a rigid model e.g. where you say the school dinners have to be 90% 
organic straight away, because then any obstacle will stop you. Start where you can and increase the organic 
percentage as you can.

Make sure that you are sure of and clear about your values and motivations without lecturing everyone else 
about your ideology!

Make it “normal” - Joan explains that the menu will be locally sourced and organic which means fresh, high 
quality and healthy, but he doesn't talk about chemicals or ideology. He's not trying to convert people but 
rather show that this alternative model for school dinners is not only possible, but better.

The key is that everyone has to benefit - the producers, the school/kitchen staff, the organisation, the parents 
and most importantly, the children.

A big success for Ekolapiko has been to work with a local group of clowns who are really famous in the 
Basque Country - every parent has a sticker of them in their car. They were really happy to get involved – 
they made a song about why organic food is great and a video about the project, which should really help to 
get children excited and talking about it.
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6) Strategic Approaches to Increasing Sustainable Food Access 
The different strands of EHNE (the biggest agricultural in the Basque Country) Bizkaia’s strategy and 
approach for supporting local producers, could offer interesting ideas for networks or organisations playing a 
strategic or support role, such as FeedingManchester or Kindling (and indeed UK’s  National Union of 
Farmers):

Training/Capacity Building 
• Technical support: conversion to organic production
• Political: social change, and strengthening organizations

- For active small producers
- For people intending to be new farmers
- For society in general

Awareness Raising and Alliances
Through lectures, seminars, campaigns etc. and collaboration with different organisations and social 
movements such as feminist organisations, associations of consumers, environmental organisations, Via 
Campesina10. 

Access to Markets and Consumers
• Campaigns for public consumption at:

 - People's kitchens, festivals
 - Or collective canteens, catering

• Local producers markets
• Partnering with small businesses
• Campaign against supermarkets
• Transparency in the markets (pricing)

Access to and Defence of the Land
It is very difficult in the Basque Country to get land – especially as an individual producer. EHNE and others 
have been working for 15 years to persuade the Basque Country government to create a land bank and 
finally a law was recently passed where if someone reports abandoned land, the government will make it 
accessible to new growers. It's a really good, clear law although of course what counts is that they put it into 
practise.

EHNE have had success with the local authority via an agreement, not law, that municipal land can be given 
over to new growers. In October the local authority liberated the first land to two new young growers which is 
really important and very exciting.

7) Conclusion: Relevant Lessons For Manchester

There are many different lessons that can, and have been learned from this trip by visiting such a range of 
initiatives and meeting so many inspiring people. 

The key elements of working collectively are interesting not only to co-operatives such as Manchester Veg 
People (MVP), but also to networks like FeedingManchester and organisations such as Kindling. For 
example, the fact that long standing and expanding co-operatives and networks such as La Veloz and REAS 
have members willing to sign up to a set of principles, feels hopeful for the future growth and strengthening of 
FeedingManchester. 

The very structured system of stating and evaluating membership commitment developed by La Veloz, is a 
really interesting model. While it might, at this early stage, be a system that is too detailed and complicated 
for a co-operative such as MVP, there are definitely elements that they could, and are starting to use, such as 
the monitoring of participation for quarterly and annual evaluation. 

This model is also something that organisations such as Kindling could use as they grow. Giving members 
the ability to commit at different levels, acknowledging and allowing for the differing needs of members who 
can't or don't want to give 100% commitment, and at the same time recognising and rewarding members 

10 Via Campesina is an international peasant movement - for more information see: http://viacampesina.org/en/
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who do take on more responsibility, therefore lessening conflict in that area for example.

Conflict resolution is a really interesting subject in co-operatives and collective working models. Many of the 
co-operatives and communities visited felt they hadn't found the solutions to dealing with conflict within their 
groups, and perhaps felt they had more advice to give about how not to do it. However, what is interesting is 
a recognition that conflict will happen and that it isn't necessarily a bad thing, but can move things forward. 
What is crucial is to have systems in place before a conflict arises that can be followed objectively, no matter 
who the conflict is between. 

The organic schools initiatives were really interesting. Possibly the key lesson was to stop using energy and 
resources working with people who are resistant to change, and work with those who actually want to try and 
implement a more sustainable food system. Even if that means starting on a smaller scale, if it takes off and 
works in individual schools and smaller boroughs, eventually larger local authorities will come on board. 

Some particularly good aspects of the school initiative examples was the level of support given to both the 
kitchen staff and the producers in the new developments, and the acknowledgement that everyone 
(producers, dining room monitors, kitchen staff, parents and children), need to feel part of and happy with 
any changes along with some great examples of how this can be done.

A lot of the practical issues raised by the small local producers and co-ops are similar to those we face here 
in Manchester such as issues of competing with cheap food prices and global food speculation, and how to 
ask people to pay the real price of food in this context and at a time of global recession. There were also 
more practical issues such as the costs of distribution and the lack of organic producers.

The ways that producers were dealing with these issues were quite similar to the way we are dealing with 
them here - charging the real cost, but being transparent, making sure that farm visits are useful to the 
growers etc. The concept of encouraging and favouring members who put more time into the process, rather 
than punishing those who don't, is an interesting angle that would be good to think through in terms of MVP.

The rural university (Amayuelas) is an inspiring example of trying to hold on to knowledge and skills about 
small scale sustainable production and valuing the work of farmers through making them into the educators. 
The Land Army are currently looking at how to create some kind of apprenticeship scheme, where we can 
free up the growers time to do some teaching but not eat into their already busy farming lives.

Nekasarea is a very inspiring example of a sustainable food system where, unlike MVP, consumers are also 
involved in the co-operative so they develop direct relationships with producers. Producers also work 
collectively, not individually as with CSAs, so they have more support, share the risk of food production and 
offer a wider range of produce. It is also exciting as an example of a model which reaches lower income 
families, provides consumers with sustainable food and where producers are being paid fairly. 

This model was presented as a case study at FeedingManchester after the trip, and there was a lot of 
interest in it as something that could potentially work really well alongside MVP and other initiatives in 
Greater Manchester. 

The model we are trying to create here in Manchester is about working to address many of the practical 
issues mentioned by the different producers, through creating relationships and understanding, growing more 
growers and increasing demand. EHNE has a very similar approach and a holistic way of supporting its 
farmers that we, along with Trade Unions and the UK government, could learn a lot from. A land bank and 
law giving municipal land to new sustainable growers for example would be a great start!

Next Steps
Our hopes for the future are:

• to show that the Manchester sustainable food model, along with the independent but interconnected 
parts of it, really works in practice.

• that MVP grows as a co-op, involving more buyers and growing more organic growers to increase the 
supply at the same rate as the demand.

• That we manage to engage more public institutions such as schools and hospitals in the way 
Ecomenja and Ekolapiko have, so that sustainable food becomes accessible to a wider range of 
people, and children and parents’ long-term habits change to become more sustainable as a result of 
this.
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• That FeedingManchester continues to grow and bring groups together to work for a more sustainable 
food system in Greater Manchester. 

• That the Land Army grows more organic growers, increasing sustainable food production locally and 
that both of these initiatives become independent of Kindling.

Conclusion
As Mikel from EHNE Bizkaia said, “the key thing to remember is that this is not only about creating a new 
market for produce, it is about transforming the food system – creating real social and political change, and 
making everyone from the consumers to the producers part of that change.”

As well as learning so much and gaining a brilliant insight into how systems can work really effectively to 
maintain very exciting and radical projects for the long term, a big lesson from this trip was how amazing the 
model that we are developing here in Greater Manchester is. During every visit there were as many 
questions asked of our model and initiatives here, and information shared about what we do, as there were 
lessons gained from them. People felt as inspired by what we are trying to do here and have a lot to learn 
from us too. 

What we have in Greater Manchester is the beginning of a great package for creating a more sustainable 
food system including FeedingManchester, Manchester Veg People, the Land Army and Sustainable Fayre. 

If we can incorporate some of the most relevant ideas and lessons that everyone so kindly and honestly 
shared during this trip, there should be nothing to stop us revolutionising the food trading system in Greater 
Manchester, and supporting others to do it elsewhere. 

These changes are totally possible and already happening, so why would we settle for anything less than 
truly sustainable? Let's do it!
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Appendices

Essential building blocks for alternative food systems (AFDS)

This is a document that was developed by a subgroup at the Nyeleni European Food Sovereignty forum in 
August 2011. It is a work-in-progress and will continue to be added to and developed (the author agreed to 
write up the notes and edit the document as the only native English speaker in the group). 

An AFDS can refer to a number of different initiatives and models. The group developing this document for 
example includes Community Supported Agriculture (CSA), AMAP (Association to maintain small-scale 
family farming), regional and national networks of CSAs and AMAPs, and a Producer, buyer (caterers and 
restaurants) and workers Co-operative.

The aim of the group in writing this document is to:

• Define what the essential building blocks are for any AFDS
• Share the tools/solutions we already have
• Identify the gaps - the tools we still need to find/develop (and think about how to find those)

The key thing to remember with any model or building block you use is: Keep it simple!

We think there are fifteen essential building blocks to think about and plan for when starting up any 
successful AFDS:
1) A local Depot 
2) Transport/Distribution
3) Financial Systems
4) Stock Management
5) Ordering System
6) Pricing
7) Harvest Projection/Availability Calendar
8) Internal Communication
9) Decision Making
10) Archiving information and decisions made
11) External Communication/Marketing
12) Relationships of Trust
13) Alternative screening/certification
14) Shared equipment/tools/machinery - systems for management & maintenance
15) Membership

There are different models, systems or formulas for each block that have worked best for each AFDS. The 
idea is to include here examples of each block that have worked best for us, so that new AFDS can use 
these tools (and adapt them to suit their own situation). The hope being they/we will not have to spend time 
and resources re-inventing the wheel or finding solutions on our own. 

2.1 A local Depot 
There is a big need for producers to have a centralised place in a town, where a diverse range of products 
can be brought and sorted into smaller quantities, to be distributed to many points. 

In Madrid and Barcelona, producers have tried renting a place in big food distribution centres in the town 
(Merca Madrid or Merca Barna). From there, there are networks of CSA which pick up the products and 
distribute them to the different CSA or food coops in the city with their own collective delivery systems, once 
a week. 

In other towns, like Segovia, producers and consumers together have rented an accessible place on the 
peripheries of the town, where all the different CSA producers go weekly to drop the products and the 
consumers collect the products on the same day. 

In another, bigger project in Andalucía (delivering to 100 schools engaged in a public program for local 
organic food), it was necessary to have a joint depot (with refrigeration), to sort the food provided by the 70 
participating farms, and deliver it to the different outlets. But there is still a need for better solutions.
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2.2 Transport/Distribution
Distribution (transport of products from producer to consumer) is a high cost for an AFDS. We need to 
develop more efficient distribution systems - simple and low cost, both financially and environmentally.

Different distribution models:
a) Farm to house/outlet: 

• co-op/group picks up from farm and delivers to house/outlet

b) Farm to depot (could be a school/community space, or a rented storage unit) 

• producer delivers to depot and consumers come to depot 
• producer delivers to depot and co-op delivers to house/outlets
• co-op picks up from farm takes to depot for packing and delivers to house/outlet

c) Consumers come to farm 
- how do consumers get to the farm (or depot) to pick up the produce? Need to work out what makes most 
sense on an ecological as well as financial level.

2.3 Financial Systems
Issue: Management of how the money/payments work - how the buyer pays and how the grower is paid.

Solution: Make the financial systems simple and appropriate to the product

• An IT model for this would be really good to make sure producers get paid (see below for e.g. in 
ordering systems).

• Paper version (i.e. cheques) used by the AMAPs, France. The consumers write cheques out for each 
monthly payment (for 6-12 months in advance) and give them to the producers. The producers don’t 
cash the cheques until the date the payment is due.

Issues: 

• The organisation of it - ordering systems.
• Who has the responsibility for that?
• Need a way to keep track of/manage who has paid and when.

Solutions: 

The AMAPs from Belgium and France have a financial person responsible for the management of payments.

Manchester Veg People (MVP – the co-op of producers & restaurants/caterers) is developing an online 
ordering system that will (hopefully!) organise all of this (the invoices to the restaurants & caterers and the 
management of the payments from them to the growers). The co-op will also have a paid co-ordinator so this 
will be the back up for managing the finances and payments.

2.4 Ordering Systems
Key issues for CSA/AMAP

• Co-ordinating/managing the renewal of contracts - e.g. if people change orders or stop their 
order/share after 6 months.

• Big problem if people don’t turn up to pick up their order. You need to have something in place to deal 
with this - who is responsible for dealing with it?

Solutions/Models:
a) Left overs are shared between the distribution volunteers (two volunteers help do the sorting/packing).
b) Left over produce (not collected) is given away (e.g. to community projects).
c) Online ordering system example (being developed for MVP co-op):

• Producers (or co-ordinator) updates the website to show produce and volume available at time of 
order (volume will decrease as each order is placed so over-ordering isn’t possible).

• Restaurants place orders 
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• Orders collated automatically (total per producer sent to each producer & the co-ordinator; order per 
restaurant sent to the co-ordinator).

• Invoices generated
• Payments (from restaurants, and to producers) are managed

Currently orders are placed by noon Friday, producers harvest exact amount ordered on Sunday and deliver 
it to depot, co-op co-ordinator delivers orders on Monday morning. 

2.5 Stock Management - important to know who has what - which producers have what produce, and how 
much - how much the stock decreases as each buyer places their order.

a) The management of stock - different models:

• Farmer brings what they have each week and the consumer takes it
• Farmer has to bring the same quantity/volume every week (different variety of produce) so the 

producer needs to store produce to make sure they have something available year round.
• Meat - only every 3 weeks (there have to be enough orders e.g. to kill a cow)
• Online ordering system used to manage stock (see above MVP example)

b) Storage for the winter

• Consumers have the responsibility for storage - provide workshops for consumers about storage 
(traditional ‘hole in the ground’ storage, or preserving methods - pickling, drying, chutney etc.)

• Producers have the responsibility for storage of crops (to make them last throughout the year) - 
training for producers about leaving crops in the ground/good storage methods.

If it is the producers responsibility there needs to be awareness that storing produce has costs, and these 
costs need to be included in the price (e.g. post harvest labour or refrigeration if needed).

c) Dealing with surplus - different models:

• Increase to two deliveries a week instead of one (producer responsibility)
• Collective storage system (collective responsibility)
• Consumer takes all the produce and learns how to store it (individual consumer responsibility)
• Involve/sell to processors - a new market
• Surplus goes to market at a discount (either to general market or local schools etc.)

2.6 Pricing
Who decides the price?

• Producer and buyer/consumer negotiate the price
• Producers decide the price based on costs of production (plus costs of co-op - distribution etc. - 

added on top if relevant, e.g. 35% mark up)
• Producer/co-ordinator proposes the price and the co-op/group agrees it 
• Collective decision

How is the price calculated?

• Tools (excel documents) already exist (in France and Belgium), to help calculate the costs of 
production, but they are complicated - need to simplify them.

• There is a simplified model that is based on the 3 main costs of production (to be added by Juan)

• MVP is developing a spreadsheet of costs of production – it does require a fair bit of information, but 
can be made relatively simple to use if the grower has the information, and can be summarised for 
the buyers (so the front sheet is a summary of the costs, but they can see the detail of how it is 
calculated if they want to).

Having a formula like this helps the growers to calculate prices that are fair to them, but is also about 
transparency - showing buyers how the price has been calculated.

Other models:
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How much you pay

• ‘Shares’ are paid based on working out the over all production costs for the year which are then 
divided between the buyers (CSA)

• Buyers pay per basket/box/bag
• Pay per product

Different pricing structures:

• No limits - buyers decide themselves how much they can afford to pay
• Sliding scale
• Fixed price

How much produce do you get for the payment:

• A set amount 
• Take what you need

Transparency.
1) There should be a minimum level of transparency re costs of production - the pricing formula (shows 
inputs including labour costs)
2) Farmers could also be encouraged to open the farm accounts for people to see. 
3) Consumers/buyers could also be encouraged to declare their earnings - to encourage fairness across the 
food chain. If producers have to show what they earn, buyers/consumers should also be open about this 
(partly out of principle and developing trust, but also working out what’s fair).

2.7 Harvest Projection/Availability Calendar
a) Basic seasonal calendar (available in each country)
b) Producers bring the same volume of produce every week - so the volume a consumer gets is the same 
but the variety they get changes.
c) More dynamic calendar. This calendar is created by the growers and buyers together at the end of the 
year:

• The producers list the crops they can produce and the months each should be available (we do it in 
half months i.e. early June and late June). 

• They also give a guide price (with seasonal variations) - so that buyers estimate their demand 
knowing the guide price.

• The buyers then say how much of each crop they would estimate buying per week. 
• The producers then base their planting schedules on this - negotiating/co-ordinating between them 

who will grow what (if two producers grow the same crop and there isn’t enough demand)

NB: Need to include paths and waste (from pests) into calculations of how much produce will be available. 
One CSA allows for 10% to cover pest damage (so plants 10% extra).

There are existing tools for harvesting projection for CSAs/AMAPs the formula includes: How many 
customers, how much land and it gives you a planting schedule (when to plant how many seeds). 

It is a formula that you use to create a tool - adding into it your soil type, climate etc. Developed by Santa 
Cruz University:

http://casfs.ucsc.edu/education/instructional-resources/teaching-organic-farming-gardening 
http://casfs.ucsc.edu/education/instructional-resources/teaching-direct-marketing-and-small-farm-viability 
Crop planning software : http://code.google.com/p/cropplanning/

2.8 Internal Communication
Who needs to communicate with who?

• Workers/Volunteers-----Producers
• Workers/Volunteers-----Consumers
• Consumers ---- Producers
• Producers ----- Producers
• Consumers ---- Consumers
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• Networks ,

Why do they need to communicate and what are the best mediums for this?

• Day to day communication: Face to face, phone, emails, website forum, newsletter (recipes), 
website/blog

• Communication re wider/strategic issues - see decision making (below).

NB: Face to face communication in some form between all the different parties is key (even if it is just 
meetings or at markets a few times a year), for building up relationships of trust. 

2.9 Decision Making
Different models (different for big networks and small groups) 

Important to agree the key principles - the bare minimum for how you are going to work and make decisions 
together, then let the structure grow organically depending on the need of the group (don’t get stuck in 
structure development). 

Make sure there isn’t a vacuum of responsibility – it is important to have clarity re who makes the decision 
and then who carries out the actions after the decision is taken:

Do we need to make a decision?
Who is effected?
Do they want to be involved in making the decisions?
How do we make the decision:

• by consensus or voting?
• always have a facilitator (rotate roles of facilitation and minute taking)
• have subgroups who make proposals to the larger group

2.10 Archiving information and decisions
Important to make sure that information and decisions made don’t get lost.
A database is a useful way/place to store information - have one from the beginning.

2.11 External Communication/Marketing
There weren’t any notes on this section - so maybe people just add some key points? e.g. successful 
marketing strategies/methods or problems/questions

2.12 Building relationships of trust 
Face to face meetings are key!
What measures of expelling people from the group are needed for when things go wrong (people don't fulfil 
their commitments), which rules/agreements to keep commitments?
Are contracts only used in AMAP? They can be a sign of distrust but it makes things clear between partners, 
and can be a strong and positive element.
Local groups can choose to take only Organic Guaranteed Farmers. Or they can be a vegetarian group and 
use criteria on this …

There is no technical control in our systems, this is a essential difference with screening in other chains: 
building on trust, by meeting each other, having debates and visits, also direct feed-back … 

2.13 Alternative screening/certification
The Participatory Screening Methodology: is a screening method in development. There is a EU Grundvig 
programme starting up in the second half of 2011 on this (and other) subjects, Urgenci and Mirampa are 
involved. This method involves farmers, and there are questions related to the consumers. There are two 
stages in the screening: first on paper and then a real visit.

The screening by Voedselteams: is a list of questions on the background of a producer: his/her philosophy 
and goals, the techniques (use of fertilisers or pesticides, use of electricity and water, the feeding of the 
livestock …), and goals for the future are defined (a sort of grow-path for the coming years). This screening 
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should be updated every two years.

This screening is done by the staff, with good results, the producers join the pool of producers to be 
proposed to local groups (who in the end take the final decision whether to work together or not).

There is a Participatory Guarantee System (SPG - the Spanish acronym), being developed in Spain. SPG 
is an organic certification system involving consumers and producers. The current organic certification body 
in Spain is seen as very connected to the government, and isn't seen as trustworthy or independent by many 
small scale grass roots producers as well as expensive.

The idea of SPG is as an alternative to this, avoiding the costs (although costs of soil tests etc. are still 
involved), but more importantly creating understanding and sense of ownership among the consumers.

They were still in the process of developing this system, but it basically involved annual (or more) visits to the 
farms of producers and consumers in the co-op. They would be shown round the farm and have a list of 
points that they would run through with the grower.

A hope is that there will be a basic list of criteria that all SPG producers agree to (then some will add their 
own stricter conditions). So that if a co-op in one region can't supply a product they can buy it from a SPG 
co-op in another region knowing that they meet the same criteria and share the same values.

Climate Friendly Foods Participatory Guarantee System (UK). The key feature of CFF's   participatory   
certification is farmer-to-farmer inspection which is recognised by the International Federation of Organic 
Agricultural Movements (IFOAM). As an inspector you are also a learner at the same time. The best way to 
learn is to visit other growing enterprises. This has worked really well overseas. You will not inspect the same 
grower as inspected you. This will help maintain independence and integrity.

Participatory certification relies on goodwill and this is what makes it affordable and transparent. As a farmer-
to-farmer inspector is a grower themselves they are likely to spot a misrepresented practice instantly. Please 
do not put your farmer-to-farmer inspector in an awkward position and treat them as you, yourself, would like 
to be treated. (for more information see: www.climatefriendlyfood.org.uk/participatory_certification) 

2.14 Shared equipment/tools/machinery - management and maintenance
None of us do this yet but would like to, and if we get to that point will need systems in place to manage who 
has borrowed what (logging it out and in), how the equipment is stored and maintained, what happens if it 
needs repairing, whose responsibility is it, how maintenance and repairs and replacement are paid for.

2.15 Membership
At AMAP and Voedselteams: members pay 10 €/year + a small amount to cover the expenses of the local 
group. This membership fee covers: the development of internet tools; insurance; support from regional 
workers for group-building; representation tools, educational methods... )
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